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BOOKS RECEIVED
AFTER CARS CRASH: THE NEED FOR LEGAL AND INSURANCE REFORM.
By Robert E. Keeton and Jeffrey O'Connell. Homewood, Ill.: Dow
Jones-Irwin, Inc., 1967. Pp. ix, 145. $4.95. An examination of what
the current situation in automobile insurance is and why, with
definite guides for reform.
THE AMERICAN JUDGES: A BIBLIOGRAPHY. By Richard C. Dahl. Vienna,
Virginia: Coiner Publications, Ltd., 1968. Pp. xviii, 330. $30.00. A
comprehensive bibliography in English dealing with the judge and
the problems of his office intended to be of particular value for the
practicing judge.
THE ART AND CRAFT OF JUDGING THE DECISIONS OF JUDGE LEARNED
HAND. Edited by Hershel Shanks. New York: Macmillan Co., 1967.
Pp. xii, 335. $8.50. A collection of opinions written by Judge Learned
Hand which have been edited and annotated so as to be understood
by the serious reader without legal education who would like to come
face to face with a great legal mind and with the process by which "
judges shape and develop law.
THE CHANGING LAW OF NATIONS: ESSAYS ON INTERNATIONAL LAW.
By Josef L. Kunz. Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University Press,
1968. Pp. xv, 970. $15.00. An examination, in a series of essays, of
the tremendous change that the law of nations has undergone under
the impact of world events since 1914.
COMPILATION OF LAWS RELATING TO MEDIATION, CONCILIATION, AND
ARBITRATION BETWEEN EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES. Compiled by
Gilman G. Udell. Washington, D.C.: United States Government
Printing Office, 1967. Pp. xv, 1035. $3.00. A compilation of laws
concerning mediation, arbitration, and conciliation between em-
ployers and employees.
THE DEATH PENALTY IN AMERICA. Edited by Hugo Adam Bedau.
Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1967. Pp. xiv, 584. $8.95. A selec-
tion of the best recent writing on capital punishment in the United
States, designed to allow the partisans and authorities on both sides
of disputed questions to speak for themselves in order to present a
thorough study of the subject.
THE IDEA OF JUSTICE. By Otto A. Bird. New York: Praeger, 1967. PP.
xvi, 192. $5.95. An exposition on the nature and theory of one of the
basic ideas of man-the idea of justice.
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LAWS RELATING TO SOCIAL SECURITY AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSA-
TION. Compiled by Gilman G. Udell. Washington, D.C.: United
State Government Printing Office, 1967. Pp. vii, 858. $2.50. A com-
pilation of the laws concerning unemployment compensation and
social security.
NARCOTICS AND THE LAW: A CRITIQUE OF THE AMERICAN EXPERIMENT
IN NARCOTIC DRUG CONTROL, 2ND ED. By William B. Eldridge.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967. PP. x, 246. $6.75. A
revised study concerning the operations of American narcotic drug
control in regard to opiates and their synthetics.
THE NEW DRAFT LAW: A MANUAL FOR LAWYERS AND COUNSELORS.
Edited by Ann F. Ginger. Berkeley, Calif.: National Lawyers Guild,
1968. Pp. iv, 149. $10.00. A guide for the lawyer handling a draft
case or a military case with emphasis on the procedure to be followed
and arguments to be made.
RACE, PEACE, LAW AND SOUTHERN AFRICA (HAMMARSKJOLD FORUM, No.
10). By Rita F. Taubenfeld and Howard J. Taubenjeld, published
for the Association of the Bar for the City of New York. Dobbs
Ferry, N.Y.: Oceana Publications, Inc., 1968. Pp. vii, 211. $7.50.
An analysis of the legal unfoldment of southern Africa's racial
problems.
STUDY OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST PERSONS BORN OUT OF WEDLOCK.
By United Nations. New York: United Nations, 1967. Pp. vii, 227.
$-. A study concerning the discrimination against persons born out
of wedlock intended to educate public opinion, and to guide the
legislation of State Members when necessary.
THE TRIUMPH OF NATIONALISM: STATE SOVEREIGNTY, THE FOUNDING
FATHERS, AND THE MAKING OF THE CONSTITUTION. By William P.
Murphy. Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1967. Pp. viii, 434. $10.00.
The purpose of the book is to ascertain to what extent considerations
of state sovereignty influenced the adoption of the Constitution of
the United States.
THE VIETNAM WAR AND INTERNATIONAL LAW. Edited by Richard A.
Falk. Sponsored by the American Society of International Law.
Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1968. Pp. ix, 634.
$10.00. A volume of readings and documents, collected with the
principal objective of enabling a reader to consider the various major
positions that have been taken by United States International
lawyers who have written about the legal character and the con-
sequences for world order of the United States' involvement in the
Vietnam War.

